Excerpt from FIGU Special Bulletin No. 45
Question
Recently, we received an e-mail pertaining to Billy's travels on foot. We have discovered some discrepancies:
in the “The Psyche” it states that Billy had travelled approximately 250,000 km in 15 years; according to the
Polish version of Guido's book “…And Yet They Fly” (page 91) it is approximately 35,000 km; in the German
version of this book (“…und sie fliegen doch!”) it is approximately 350,000 km in 12 years; in the
English/German version of Guido's book (2nd edition, page 53) it is approximately 3.5 million km in 12 years.
What is the correct data?
Michael Uyttebroek, Canada

Comment from Christian Frehner

I have found the following information concerning this in the 252nd Contact on February 14, 1995 (Plejadischplejarische Kontaktberichte, Block 7, pages 391–392):

Billy

Then something entirely personal: Quetzal once stated that I had covered a distance of 3.5 million km on Earth
of which approximately 1/10 was on foot. What time frame does this apply to? No one has ever given me an
explanation and there are always differing opinions to be found concerning this. I would be happy if you could
clarify this for me provided that you are informed in this matter.

Ptaah

134. That is no problem.
135. The travelled distance applies to the first 40 years of your life.
136. Included in the entire 3,500,000 km that you travelled on your journeys on Earth are all the distances that
you covered on and around the Earth with Sfath, Asket, my daughter Semjase and Quetzal, disregarding the
many hundreds of million kilometres that you travelled in the SOL-system.
137. Within 40 years you travelled approximately 1/10 of the entire distance on foot, thus around 350,000 km.
138. This corresponds to an annual distance of 8,750 km and a daily average of approximately 24 km.
139. And that is really to be viewed as an average because you had often covered several times the average
in a day, but also often much less which was particularly the case in your childhood.

Answer

As is usual with the human beings of Earth, things are taken out of context when they concern dates,
interpretations, explanations and facts of all kinds of things, statements and information, thereby producing
wrong interpretations, misunderstandings, incorrect correlations, falsifications and slander etc. Thus in this way
falsehoods of various kinds have been created with regard to the distances and number of kilometres that was
covered by myself – BEAM – on foot and otherwise also with vehicles, riding animals, and flying machines. In
this regard it deals with the kilometre information with the number 350,000 as well as 3,500,000 which are
doubted/disputed by know-it-alls, critics, sceptics and antagonists. The information concerning the number of
kilometres however is correct and is in accordance with the facts. And when other data is given in any writings
or books then this undoubtedly deals with transcription mistakes or – what unfortunately is also possible –
careless and cursory transcription errors or even malicious falsifications, which unfortunately had appeared
frequently for a while and had also been printed as well as published. Such falsifications were unfortunately not
detected, because they were overlooked or were always smuggled into the writings and books only after the
last complete correction. This not only applies to figures and dates but also to statements and explanations. In
addition, several times after the last control of the final corrections, entire passages were also removed from
writings and books which was the case for important and interesting statements and explanations in the
Contact Reports. No one could ever be identified to be at fault for all the inserted errors and removal of
particular statements, passages and information nor for the many other peculiar incidents which occurred and
still occur in the FIGU buildings – incidents which are a real mystery and which no human being accepts as
being true when told. Now what is to be said in regard to the approximately 350,000 kilometres which I, BEAM,
had travelled on foot on Earth, is that this statement and figure come from the Plejarens. The calculation for the
number of kilometres covered on foot deals with the time period from my earliest childhood (from 1937) when I
learned to walk up to the year 1978, thus a time of approximately 40 years. During these 40 years I had
therefore travelled approximately 350,000 kilometres on foot and this is, in fact, based on information from the
Plejarens who had recorded and had checked every one of my steps. All my steps and walks in Switzerland as
well as in 43 countries on Earth in which I worked and in which I travelled as a hitchhiker are included in the
calculation. Concerning the information of 3,500,000 kilometres, this was calculated according to the distances
I had covered during the 40 years from 1937 to 1978 on foot, and with the use of vehicles of all kinds, ships,
riding animals, helicopters, small airplanes and beam-ships. This distance of somewhat more than 3,500,000
kilometres includes the 350,000 kilometres I had travelled on the good Mother Earth and in her airspace, on
foot and with all types of earthly transportation means such as vehicles, riding animals, boats and aircraft; the
remaining distance of around 3,150,000 kilometres however was covered in the Earth's airspace and in the
region of space round the Earth with Sfath, Asket and Semjase in their beam-ships. In addition to this comes
the many hundreds of millions of kilometres flown in outer-space beyond the Earth to far beyond the area of the
SOL-system with Sfath, Asket, Semjase and Quetzal, but the number of kilometres is just as unknown to me as
is the enormous number of light-years to the DAL universe, which I visited in 1975 when I was allowed to go on
my great journey with Semjase and her father Ptaah.

Billy

Translation: Willem Mondria, Schweiz

